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If there is one. thing that is clear about 
psychedelics it is that they can unleash an awesome 
variety of experiences. Some of the most powerful. 
as well as the most profound and transformative are 
also some of the most contmversid: specifically 
transpersonal experiences in which the self-sense 
expands beyond (trans) the personal or personality to 
encompass wider aspects of humankind, life. the 
world and the universe. 

Some of these s h o  experiences that have long 
k n  the goal of the world's great spiritual- 
contemplative traditions and in ccnain cases appcar 
phenomenologically indistinguishable from full 
blown mystical experiences. as Walter Pahnke 
demonsbated in his famous H m a r d  chapel Good 
Friday study. Some reswchers. e.g. Zehner. have 
argued that drug induced experiences could not 
possibly be the samc as lhose that contemplalives 
labor for decades before tadng. However the 
religious scholar Huston Smith (196311993) seems to 
have demolished this claim in his classic paper "h 
drugs have religious import?" and theoretical 
arguments for their identity have also been advanced 
(Smce, 1987; Walsh. 1991). 

Yet even if some psychedelic experiences are 
phenomenologically indistinguishable from c l m i c  
contemplative and mystical experiences lhis is 
certainly not enough to eswblish their significance 
and value in the eyes of many contempomy 
academicians and mental hcalth professionals. For to 
m y  such people religious experiences themselves 
nre suspect and m y  even be laken as evidence of 
psychopathology. Such views ref ls t  bolh lhe history 
of psychiatry and much of the modern and 
postmodem cultural zeitgeist. Yet it is increasingly 
clear that such palhologizing intcrpmwtions me no 
longer tenable in the light of recent r m h .  The 

. nim of this yticlc is therefore to lnce the evolution of 
our understanding and to make clear that observations 
of the p o m r  and potential benefils of banspersonal 
expcrienccs. whether psychedelically or contem- 
platively induced, are fully consistent with con- 
temporary resurch and theory. 

The Evolution of Our Understanding 
', 

In psychiahy. it was Freud who sct the original 
tone. The tiUe of his book The Fufure of an Illusion 
left little doubt about his views on the nature of 
religion. He regarded it as a developmental relic to 
be outgrow and mystical expcrienccs as severely- 

/ 
regressive. Nor were Western religions the only ores 
to be dismissed. In a well known text 7he Hisrory of 
Psychiar~, Alexander & Sclesnick (1966) pointed to 
"the obvious similarities between schizophrenic 
regressions and the practices of yoga and Zen." 

Of course such views were undmtandablc. given 
that mental hcallh practitioners were w i n g  disturbed 
individuals who& relationships to. and use of. 
religion uzre often also correspondingly dismrbed. 
Moreover, this dismissive trend also reflected a 
larger, ccnturics-long trend in Western culture. 
Beginning with the age of enlightenment. the rise of 
science hadperformed the healthy and much needed 
function of k i n g  European c iv i l idon-f rom the 
stifling grip of the church's dogmatic control. Wilhin 
a mere evolutionary blink of ihe eye the dominant 
arbiters of r d i t y  shifttd from church and clergy to 
science and scientists. 

7hc --or nadir. depending on your 
persptctive--of lhis shift was symbolized by Auguste 
Comte, founder of positivism. To satisfy the needs of 
the unsophisticated masses. Comtc proposed a new 
church complete with scientists as s in&.  Comtc 
modestly allowed that he would be willing to serve as 
pope; but alas, he b e c m  increasingly grandiose m d  
died deranged. Yet Comte notwithstanding, science 
continued tp pour forth its m e l s  and the human 
vision of the universe expanded from lwgues to light 
yurs. and from countries to the cosmos. 

Yet in other ways the h u m  vision of the 
universe and of ourselves was curiously diminished. 
W h e w  the scope of the known universe kept 
expanding. its meaning and significance kept 
conwcting. Comfotied by the g a t  religious mylhs. 
humans had once felt themselves to be children of 
Cod, at home in a coherent, divinely ordercd world 
designed cxprcssly for their wellbeing. Now they saw 
thcmvlves as meaningless blobs of protoplasm, adrift 
on an uncving speck of dust in a remole unchvtered 
comer of o m  of uncounwble billions of galaxies. 



Human beings wcrc increasingly dcmoted to mcre 
sophisticatd machines: the "stimulus-response 
machines" of behavioriss, the "wet computers" of 
artificial intelligencc. or for evolutionary biologists "a 
peculan'ly barque example of thc lengths to which 
n u c l w  acid is prepared to go to copy itself' (Chedd. 
1973). 

Of course mind and tnnscendcntal experiences 
were similarly dcflatcd. Mind came to be regardcd as 
merely "an cpiphenomcnon of the neuronal 
machinery of the brain" and transcendental 
experiences were dismissed as the disordered fire- 
works of that machinery. Francis Crick, discoverer of 
the nature of DNA. cpitomizcd this view with his 
suggestion that belicf in the existence of Cod might 
be due to mischievous mutant molecules that hc 
named "theotoxins." 

Consequenlly. all meaning, purpose and values-. 
no  mancr how venerated or vemrablc - suddenly 
seemed groundless. The net result was what Lewis 
Mumford described as "3 d i sq~d i f i ed  universe." and 
what the sociologist. Max Webcr. called 'We 
dixnchanment of the world." This disenchanted 
world was now reduced. as thc Nobcl h u r w t c  
philosopher of science Alfred North Whitchead 
(1%7) lamented, to merely "a dull affair, soumiless. 
sccnllcss. colorless; mcrely thc hurrying of material. 
endlessly, meaninglessly." 

And yeL as Whitehead pointed out "this position 
on he p m  of the scientist was pure bluff." Scientists 
had nude the u n d e r s d a b l c  but disastrous m i s a e  
of  sliding from science into scientism; from believing 
that science was a superb way of gaining some 
information about some things to believing it was thc 
best or only way of obtaining information about all 
things: from saying that what science can't observc it 
can't observe to saying that what science can't 
observe doesn't cxist (Wilber, 1983). Contemporary 
Understandings 

Ye1 as with so many things. the times ye 

changing. mi' with chcm our views of science. 
religion a d  tnnspersonal experiences. It is now 
increasingly clear t h a ~  h e  duct ionis t ic  dismissal of 
religion by science and its pathologiwtion by 
psychiauy arc largcly based on unsophisticated views 
of science, religion and banspersonal experiences. 
While therc is much in religion that is problcmaic 
there is also much that is beneficial. 

Science is only one way of obtaining valid 
information. For a comprehensive view of ourselves 
and ihe world, it needs to be complimented by 
cxpericntial, interpretive (hcmcneutical), and 
introspective modes of knowing. In addition, a 
materialistic. reductionistic, disqualified worldvicw of 
nature and humns-so long arsumed to follow 

naturally and neccssuily from science-is only one of 
many possible views. 

It is now clear that the terms religion and 
spirituality can refcr to so many different behaviors. 
values and instiNtions that understanding h e m  and 
their psychological significance requires bringing 
order into this semantic chaos. One useful approach 
is to look at religion and spirituality from a 
developmcntd life-span perspective. 

Researchers increasingly divide development 
into lhrec major phases: prcconventional. 
conventional and iransconvcntional; or prcpersonai. 
personal. and transpcrsonnl. Whether it is rhc 
development of cognition. morality, faith, motivation 
or a self-sense. it is clcar that wc enter the world 
unsocialized (at a preconventional stage) and are 
gradually acculturated into a conventional worldview 
and modus opemdi .  A few individuals develop 
furlher into postconventional stages of post-formal 
operational cognition (see, for example. the work of 
Flavell and Arieti). transconventional mor.dity 
(Lawrence Kohlberg), univcdiz ing faith (James 
Fowler), se l f -x~al iz ing and self-mmcending 
motives (Abraham Maslow), and a trampersonal sclf- 
sense (Ken Wilber). T h e  diversc studies h v c  becn 
s y n t h e s i d  into a remarkably comprehensive thcory 
of m p c r s o n a l  development by Kcn Wilber (1981. 
1986). 

What is crucial for a contemporxy psychological 
understanding of religion is the recognition that 
religious belief, behavior and experience can occur at 
any stage --preconventional, conventional or post- 
conventional- and can vary dramatically in form 
function and value according to the sugc.  Thcre is 
no question that religion wn be tragically misused in 
thc service of, for example. egocentricity, bias and 
fanaticism. But lhc grcat mistake of many scientists 
and menu1 health practitioners who dismissed 
religion wholesale was to mistake p a m  of 
preconventional or  conventional religion for all of 
religion; to equate dogmatic mythic31 or magical 
thinking with all religious thinking; to fixate on 
rcligion as a defensive maneuver and overlook 
religion xs a developmenlal catalyst; to conflate 
preconventional regression with transconventional 
progression; and lo confuse. the schizophrenic's 
prepersonal loss of ego boundaries with the mystic's 
transpersonal recognition of the unity of exislencc. 

The net effect is what is now known s 'llhc 
prdtrans fallacy": the confusion and conflation of 
preconventionaVpreperso~I religious devclopmental 
stages with trulwonventionaUtranspcrsonal Stags. 
Henceforth we will necd to be far more precise in 
identifying thc function and devclopmental level of 
religious behavior, belief and experience. 



Fortunately, relevant r e s m h  on religion. 
spirituality and banspenonnl experiences is expmd- 
ing dramatically and includes some of the following 
helpful background findings. 

Growing numbers of contemporary psychoana- 
lytic thinkcn w e  forging new psychoanalytic pcrspcc- 
rives of religion and no longer scc psychoanalysis and 
authentic spirituality as incompatible. People who 
have w~nspersonal or mysticd experiences, far from 
being necessarily pathological, score above average 
on muluple measures of well-being. 

Several hundred studies of meditation confirm 
h a t .  in addition to inducing thc m p c n o n a l  
c x p c r i e ~ c s  that w e  its goal. it  can produce widc- 
ranging psychologicd, physiological and biochemical 
effects and therapeutic benefits. lnhiguing findings 
include evidence for enhanced creativity, perceptual 
sensitivity. empathy, myid satisfaction, lucid 
dreaming, sense of self-control. and self-actualization. 
Dcvelopmcnlally. several studies suggest it m y  

. foster maturation on scales of ego, moral and 
cognitive development Clinical rcswrch suggests 
that it can be therapeutic for several psychological 
and psychosomtic disordcn including anxiety. 
phobias. pos t tnumtic  strcss, insomqia. drug abuse. 
chmnic pain and mild depression (Wcsf 1987: Wdsh  
& Vaughm. 1993). 

Newdeath experiences can be profound 
transpersonal expcrienccs and whatever their precise 
nature may finally turn out to be. m far from being 
signs of severe pathology as was once widely 
assumed. Rather they seem to be followed by 
surprisingly luge .  long lasting and beneficial 
psychological changes. especially associated with 
decreased concern with materialism and i n n a e d  
interest in love and learning. 

In the new psychiatric diagnostic manual. DSM- 
N, a new category for religious or spiritual problems 
refers lo religiously b d  difficulties that d o  not 
reflest pathology. This new code is an important step 
in institutionalizing the recognition that religious 
intcres~s. conccrns and cxpericmes YC not 
synonymous with pathology. 

Together. these findings rrwlre abundantly c l e v  
that manspersonal experiences are far from being 
synonymous with pathology. Rather, they can be 
surprisingly bcneficial and t ransfomtive and m 
most likely to occur in people of exceptional 
psychological health and maturity. These facts, plus 
their remarkable frequency and power in psychedelic 
sessions, suggest that they deserve to be a focus of 
further psychedelic m h .  
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